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TWO STEP MARCH and CAKE WALK.

Tempo di Marcia.

By ALFRED ROSENBERG.
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TRIO.
POPULAR SONGS

The Black Nobility's Ball.
Coon March Song

Chorus.

She's sweet, she's neat, she's good enough to eat—she's gay, and say, she's out of sight and she's all right, it's true, ma Lou, will

Words by FRED. J. KELLY.

Refrain.

Tempo di Valse.
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The Last Kiss.

'Twas the last kiss on earth, so sad and so sweet; a father and son were no more to meet.

Music by ARCHIE WHITE.
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Refrain.

A Good True Friend.
(I Love You, Jack.)

by BURT MARION.

I love you, Jack, just in a friendly way, not to marry you, Jack, to honor and obey.
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Chorus.

Your Ticket Is Not Good To-day.

by CHAS. GRAHAM.

"Your ticket is not good today," she heard the old conductor say, "your home is very far away from here, don't.
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The Angel Of Sunset Rock.

by CHAS. GRAHAM.

1. The lighthouse keeper on Sunset Rock, had trimmed his lamp for the night,
2. One stormy night, from a forlorn land, a ship for the harbor steered,
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